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ABSTRACT

Decay vertex fits and momentum determination of strange particles, as observed

by the UA5 experiment, are described. The precision of the evaluated quantities

is discussed. Weighted fit methods, with constraints given by the kinematics of

the decay, are shown to be advantageous compared to unweighted methods.
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1. INTRODiICTION

The Mm of this report is to describe in sone detail the methods used to f i t

decay vertices and determine momenta of strange particles as observed by the UA5

experiment. The experiment has taken data at the CERN SPS pp Collider operated

at a centre of mass energy of 540 GeV in October-November 1981 and in September

1982 [1-6]. Recently UA5 also took data with the Collider operated in a new ramped

mode with the cm. energy varying between 200 and 900 GeV. The methods described

in this paper were used for the strange particle analysis of the data from the

September 1982 run [3, 4] and will of course be applicable also to the newly

achieved data.

The detector, the details of which are described in ref. [5j, consists of two large

streamer chambers (6 m by 1.25 m by 0.5 m) triggered by scintillator hodoscopes at

each end. Each chamber is viewed by three cameras. The chambers are placed 4.R cm

above and below the SPS beam axis, respectively. It is thus possible to visually

detect decay vertices of strange particles for which CT i s of the order of a few

cm, while more short-lived particles, e.g. charm, do not reach the chambers. In

table 1 we describe topologies which can be interpreted as strange particle decays.

There i s no magnetic field in the chambers. He are thus generally able to measure

directions but not momenta of charged tracks. For the strange particles K®, A and '.
± s

and fcr the K »-decay of K , however, the decay kinematics allow us to calculate

the momentum of the strange particle once the angles of the tracks are measured.

Furthermore we cannot distinguish between particle and antipartlcle and we denote

both with the particle notation (e.g. A, S~).

The outline of the paper i s as follows. In section 2 we give a general description

of methods for finding a good estimate of the common vertex to a number of tracks

using a general least squares method. In sections 3-5 applications of this method

to special cases are described. An appendix with technical details can be found in

section 6.



In section 3 we describe tits tc neutral particle decays with two seen charged

outgoing tracks. We especially emphasize the case of the neutral two body decays

K° - rt+ • it" (1.1)

A - p + n~ (1.2)

where ca lcu la t ion of the momentum of the s trange p a r t i c l e i s poss ib le . A photograph

of an event containing such a neutral decay i s shown in f ig . la . The f igure a l s o

contains an example of the so c a l l e d K -decay

K~ -» Tt~ + rt+ + Tt~ . (1.3)

Section 4 describes fits to this decay and momentum calculations for the particles

involved.

Section 5 deais with the hyper on cascade decay

ZT • n + A (1.4)

k p + rt~

where we observe the kink at the point where the charged hyperon decays into a

charged meson and a neutrai lambda as well as the vertex of the subsequent decay

of the lambda into a proton and a pton. The procedures described are also valid for

the decay Q~ •* K~ •+ A. Fig. lb shows an example of a S~ decay photographed in

the streamer chamber. In this case the topology of the decay has one degree of

freedom which can be used either to calculate the charged hyperon mass and the

momenta of the particles or to fit the momenta given a mass hypothesis.

Using Nonte Carlo generated decays, comparisons are made between different fit

methods. In each case we also estimate the error of the determined momentum.



2. GENERAL LEAST SQUARES METHODS

In this section we describe how to use unweighted and weighted least squares

methods to estimate a common vertex to a number of tracks.

In the laboratory frane of reference a track is defined by two angles, the dip

angle X and the azimuth angle <f>, (fig. 2) and a reference point (x , y , z ). Of

these X, <t>, x and y constitute the four independent track parameters while z i s

kept fixed. Their covariance matrix, V, i s computed by the UA5 geometry program [6].

An arbitrary point P, (xp, yp, Z p ) , on a track is defined by the parameter t in the

following way:

x = x + t cosX cos<t>

y p ^ y r + t cosX sin<>

z p = z + t sinX .

(2.1)

All vertex fits have in common that one wants to express the distance between each

track and a vertex in the track parameters and the vertex coordinates x, y and z.

For a given track this distance can be expressed with two cartesian coordinates

in a plane which is normal to the track and contains the vertex. This situation is

easily obtained by rotating the original coordinate system for each track by the

transformation

\

(2.2)

which makes the new x'-axis parallel to the track. In the primed coordinate system

a distance between the track and a given point is conveniently expressed with the

y'- and z'-coordinates.

2.) Unweighted

In order to get start values for the final weighted fit to a vertex we perform an

unweighted linear least squares fit. This fit method will be denoted the UWF method.
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Denote the track parameters of the i:th track with X., $ , , x= and y.. The linear

model includes two equations per track. In the two equations the y' and z1



e
coordinates, respectively, of the track reference point and the current vertex are

set equal:

yn
2n

-sin*. cos*.

-sinX.cos*. -
o
cosX,

- s in* n

L -sinXncos<{»n

cosé

(2.3)

or in Matrix notation Y = A © . The dimension of the Matrix Y is thus 2nXl and of

A 2nX3 where n is the ntwber of tracks to be fitted.

The unweighted least squares solution for the common vertex then becomes

O = (ATA)"1ATY.

2.2 Weighted

In thie subsection a fit method is described which takes errors and correlations

of the measured variables into account. The fit method is denoted the WF method.

For each track, i (1=1,...,n), we can express the two orthogonal components of the

distance to the vertex as

(2.5)

f - Av1 u - (x-x
21—1 i' ""'"*'T'i ' ** * ! ' *#W™TJ . . . .

fo, = Az1 = - sinX, I (x-x,) cos*. + (y-yt) »in*. ] + (z-z.) cosX. .

We then write a vector with two constraint equations per track

T
1 ' 2 ' '" ' 2n-l ' 2n 2n

where O denotes a zero vector of dimension 2n.

We define the vectors with measured (y) and unmeasured (5) variables as

f T « ( x , y , z ). (2.7)

Since the parameters of one track are independent of and thus uncorrelated with

the parameters of other tracks, the covariance matrix of f, V, is built up by the



covariance Matrices of each track, V. (i=l n), in the following way:
i

4X4 4X4

4X4

4X4 "4X4

where 0 denotes a zero Matrix of indicated dimension.

(2.8)

To solve the minimizing problem we need to differentiate the constraints with

respect to the variables (see appendix 1 below). The matrix of derivatives of the

constraints in the measured variables, F , becomes

2X4

2X4

-2X4

»2X4

B(n)
'2X4

(2.9)

where F contains derivatives of eq. 2.4 with respect to the track parameters of

the i:th track,

F =
d f2i / d Xi sinX .cos<f>. sinX ,sin<f>.

(2.10)

where according to eq. 2.4

" a t - :

df2i

(2.11)

The matrix of derivatives of the constraint equations in the unmeasured variables

x, y and z, Fu> becomes

CO84».

-sinX

(2.12)
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To solve the problem of fitting n tracks to a common vertex we thus have 4n

measured variables (in column vector y(4n) with covariance matrix V(4n,4n)), 2n

constraint equations (in column vector f(2n) written in a form where f.=o for each

constraint i) and 3 unmeasured variables (in column vector 5(3)). The matrices

with derivatives of the constraints will get dimensions F (2n,4n) and P (2n,3). Using

a generalized least squares method (tor details see appendix 1 below) we want to

minimize the quantity

x 2 - (y-n)T v"1 (y-n) + 2X Tf (2.13)

where t) is a vector with "improved measurements" and X a vector with Lagrangian

multipliers. The y-vector is used as start value for the improved measurements i|.

As start values for 5 we use the result of an unweighted least, squares fit (UWF

method) described in subsection 2.1.



3. TREATMENT OF NEUTRAL DECAYS (V-VERTICES)

3.1 Fit to a V-vertex

The two tracks of a V are found either by a visual scan or by software cuts on

measured tracks [3]. To f it the two tracks to a common vertex one may proceed

as described in section 2. Using the WF method (subsection 2.2) one obtains four

constraint equations and three unmeasured variables, consequently a f i t with one

degree of freedom.

3.2 Weighted fit with coplanarity constraint

It i s essential to check if a V is coplanar, that i s if the two tracks of the V l ie

in the same plane as the primary vertex. Due to momentum conservation the two body

decays of K and A, (1) and (2), give coplanar V's whereas the three body decay of

K with one unseen neutral outgoing particle generally gives an acoplanar V. The

standard UA5 procedure of V analysis required an unweighted coplanarity condition

to be fulfilled before the weighted f it with coplanarity constraint described below

was made [31. This f i t method will be denoted the WCF method.

The primary vertex has coordinates x , y and z with covariance matrix V . For

each of the two tracks we have the parameters X.. A x. and y. with covariance
i l l l

matrix Vj (i=l,2).

The measured variables are kept in the vector

yT = ( * r 4>r x r y r X2, <f>2, x2, y2, xy, yy, zy ) (3.1)

and the unmeasured variables in the vector

5 T =- ( x , y , z ) (3.2)

where x, y and z are the coordinates of the common V-vertex. The parameters of

the two tracks and the coordinates of the main vertex are independent and thus

uncorrelated. The covariance matrix of y, V, i s therefore built up by V V and

Vy in the following way (cf. eq. 2.8):
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4X4
33X4

4X4

3X4

4X3

(3.3)

As for an ordinary weighted vertex fit we write two constraints per track for the

vertex position. In addition, we add a fifth constraint for coplanarity.

+• (y-y i) cos<f>j

+ (y-V sin*^ ] + (z-Zj)

sin<>2 + (y-y2)

| (x-x2) cos<(>2 (y y,,) sin<f>2 (3.4)

det

cos<|> cos\.sin<J>,

2 cos'A,2sin<(>2

sinX.

x - x y - y. z - z

After some tedious aigebra we also obtain the matrices with derivatives of these

constraints in the measured variables, F (5,J1), and in the unmeasured variables,

F (5,3). We then proceed to soive the problem using the generaJized least squares

method as described in appendix 1. Since we have five constraints and three

variables to determine we have a fit with two degrees of freedom.

:i.3 Momentiim cajlculat ion

-or a copianar V we next want to determine the momentum using the improved

measurements and the decay vertex coordinates given by the lit described in

subsection 3.2 (WCF method).

Denote the incoming neutraJ particle with subscript 0 and the outgoing particles

p r t o rA-»JT pwe0 +
w i t h 1 a n d 2 . F o r a s p e c i f i c h y p o t h e s i s a s K -» n J t , A

33

can solve for the momentum of the K or A (two A solutions).

We calculate the angles X and <J>_ for the incoming neutraJ particle from the

vector joining the primary vertex and the decay vertex. For momentum conservation

to be fulfilled the two outgoing tracks have to straddle the direction of the

incoming track. We calculate the angles for the outgoing tracks with respect to

this direction (6j and 62) by
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cosG. = cosX cosX.cosffy.-^.) + sinXQsinX. (3.5)

Momentum balance in the V-plane (momentum balance perpendicular to the V-plane is

already fulfilled due to the coplanarity constraint described in subsection 3.2

above) gives

P0

sinO2

which gives

i ö / i ( e e 2 ) =- a j pQ ( 3 ? )

2 0 1 1 e 2 ) ^ a 2 p0.

Inserting these expressions in the equation for energy conservation we get

* W - <«=PH,"2 * , 4 P X , ' / 2 (3.8,
which after squaring twice gives a fourth order equation in p However, there are

only even powers of p present and we can easily solve for p_.

3.4 Estimate of errors

3.4.1 Decay vertex precision

Most K and A decay between the chambers since ex is 2.7 cm for K g and 7.9 cm for

A 1.7]. Consequently most of the detected decay vertices have z-coordinates close

to the ones of the chamber bases (±4.5 cm). Good precision in determining the

z-coordinate of a decay vertex is important to distinguish between a V and an

interaction in the chamber base (e.g. a photon conversion).

To estimate the error in the z-coordinate of the decay vertex we used events

generated with the UA5 Monte Carlo program. When generating complete events

this program takes into account scattering of particles in material as well as

measurement errors on the tracks [6, 8], Fig. 3 shows distributions of the

difference between the fitted and the true z-coordinate for Monte Carlo generated

K° (a) and A (b). The shaded histograms show the result of the WCF method

(subsection 3.2 above) whereas the non-shaded histograms represent the UWF method

(subsection 3.1 above). The decays used in these plots have passed all the
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geometrical and kinematical cuts described in ref. [3j. As can be seen from the

figures there is a considerable improvement of the result using the weighted fit

with coplanarity constraint. In the case of K FWHM (full width at half maximum)

is about 3 mm with the WCF method and about 6 mm with the UWF method. In the case

of A the corresponding numbers are 4 mm and 5.5 mm. Using the WCF method onJy

0.6* of the K^ anu 1.3% of the A decays have |Az|>10 mm. Using the UWF method

the corresponding numbers are 1.1* for K and 2.6* for A decays.

3.4.2 Momentum precision

To estimate the precision of the momentum and the transverse momentum determination

(Ap/p and ApT/pT) we used two methods.

We used the UA5 Monte Carlo program [6, 8) to check the difference between the

calculated and the true values of p and p T of the strange particles. Fig. 4 shows

distributions of Ap/p (K° (a), A (c)) and ApT/p_ (K° (b), A (d)). The shaded and the

non-shaded histograms represent the WCF and the UWF methods, respectively. In the

case of K° FWHM of the Ap/p distribution is about 2.5* and 3.5* for the two

methods, respectively. The widths of the A p / p distributions are a bit larger

(typically 3.5* and 4.5*. respectively) since the error of p gets contributions both

from the errors of the momentum and from the errors of the coordinates of the

decay vertex. Judging from the widths of these distributions the weighted

constrained fit method improves the precision with about 25% compared to the

unweighted method. The fraction of events with |Ap|/p>0.10 decreases from 8.1* to

6.9* when using the WCF method Instead of the UWF method.

Looking cit the A distributions, fig. 4c and d, one notices that the widths are

somewhat larger than in the case of K FWHM is about 8* for the Ap/p distribution

and about 10* for the Ap T/p T distribution with the WCF method, which in this case

gives about 10* more narrow distributions than the unweighted fit. Also the tails of

the distributions are larger for A as compared to K The fraction of events having

|Ap|/p>0.20 is 26* using the UWF method and 20* using the WCF method. The infertor

precision in the case of A compared to K? is due to differences in the decay

kinematics. The A decay tends to be asymmetric in the laboratory frame of reference.

The Q-value of the decay is low and since the proton Is much heavier than the plon,

the proton is emitted forward at a smaller angle relative to the A direction than
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the pion. This makes the A momentum very sensitive to measurement errors on the

proton track. It also gives a very asymmetric error with a tail towards higher

momenta. This is due to the fact that a variation downwards of the proton angle

increases the momentum more than a variation upwards decreases it.

We aiso used another method to check the precision of the K momentum. For every

decay in the data sample the track parameters of the two decay tracks were

randomized from a muitinormal distribution with the nominal parameters as mean

values and errors and correlations given by the covariance matrix. Also the

coordinates of the main vertex were randomized in a similar manner. For every K a

distribution of momenta was made from which a mean value and a standard deviation

were calculated. Fig. 5 shows two distributions for the same K of the difference

between the "randomized" and the nominal vaiue of the momentum, (a) using the UWF

method with a mean of 6.26 GeV/c and a standard deviation of 0.06 GeV/c and (b)

using the WCF method with a mean of 6.35 GeV/c and d standard deviation of 0.02

GeV/c. The shape of the distributions vary from event to event but they generally

tend to be more narrow using the weighted, constrained fit compared to using the

unweighted fit.

Figs. 6 and 7 show distributions of <y /p where a is the standard deviation of

the momentum distribution of a K and p is the nominal vaiue of the momentum. All

calculations are made using the WCF method. Fig. 6 shows the distribution of the

full K sample and in figs. 7a-c the Kc sample is divided into three momentum

ranges, 0-2 GeV/c (a), 2-4 GeV/c (b) and >4 GeV/c (c). In fig. 6 we see that the

HWHM (half width at half maximum) of the distribution is about 1%. From figs. 7a-c

we see a clear tendency to get wider distributions with increasing momentum. This

is due to the fact that the opening angle of a K gets smaller when the momentum

increases.

We conclude this section by noting that both for K and for A, the weighted fit

with coplanarity constraint gives significantly improved precision in determining

the vertex position and the momentum.
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4. TREATMENT OF K .DECAYS

4.1 Fit to a decay vertex

A K decay seen in the streamer chamber is characterized by one incoming and

three outgoing charged tracks (see fig. la and table I). To fit the four cracks to

a common vertex one could use the UWF method or the WF method described in

section 2. To make a weighted fit according to subsection 2.2 one writes eight

constraint equations (two per track) and since there are three unmeasured variables

it is a fit with five degrees of freedom.

4.2 Weighted fit to a decay vertex with constraint on the incoming track

Since the incoming charged track is assumed to emerge from the primary vertex (x ,

y and z ) we finally make n fit to the K --decay with this extra constraint. This

method will be denoted the WVF method.

With the same notation as in subsection 3.2 above we have the measured variables

in the vector

y ( \ y </>r x r V] \ 4 , <J>4, x4, y4, xv, yv, zy ) , (4.1)

where index 1 denotes the incoming particle, and the unmeasured variables in the

vector

5 T ( x , y , z ) , (4.2)

where x, y and z are the coordinates of the decay vertex.

As with the W method we write two constraints per track, f and f' (i 1 4)
2i~l ix

f2i-i - - (x-xi> s i n * i + (y-yp c o 9 * i ( 4 3 )

f21 = - sin\ . [ (x-x^ cos<j>. + (y-yp s in^ 1 + (z-z^ cos^ .

Two extra constraints demanding the first track to come from the primary vertex

are expressed in a similar manner as

f9 = " <VX1> 8 i n * l + %-Vj ^ ^ l ( 4 .4)

f10 = - sin Xi [ (Xy-Xj) ^ ( ) | J X
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Differentiating these JO constraints with respect to the 19 measured and 3

unmeasured variables results in the matrices P (10,19) and F (10,3), respectively.
m u

The minimization problem is then solved according to the general least squares

method outlined in appendix 1 below. The ten constraint equetions and the three

unmeasured variables give a fit with seven degrees of freedom.

4.3 Momentum calculation with error estimate

After an acceptable constrained fit producing improved track parameters for all

tracks involved, we proceed to compute the momentum of the K~.

Denote the incoming particle with subscript 0 and the outgoing ones with 1, 2 and

3. We want to solve for the unknown momenta p p p and p~. Momentum

conservation gives

cosXflcos<(>0

cosXnsin<f>_
0

sinX,,

'cosX.cos<J>.

cosX.sin4>.

LsinX.

0 cosX~sin<>_

sinXo sinX,,

which could be expressed with matrix notation as p A_ = A p.

(4.5)

Solving for p gives p = p A A which could be written

/ 1

r1
= P0

K
(4.6)

after evaluating A AQ which only involves measured angies. For this to fulfil

momentum conservation all oc.'s have to be positive.

Assigning kaon-mass, m to the incoming and pion-masses, m, to the outgoing

particles, energy conservation gives

After squaring three times we end up with an eighth order equation in p

Fortunately there are only even powers of p and we thus have a fourth order

equation in pQ. To solve this equation we used the subroutine MULLER of the CERN

subroutine library [91 which, given the coefficients of the fourth order polynomial,

produces all four roots of the equation. Processing all candidates for K -decays

in the data sample it turned out that none of them gave more than one positive
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real root to eq. 4.7.

To estimate the precision of the K~ momentum determination we used the same two

methods as for K described in subsection 3.4.2 above.

Using the I1A5 Monte Carlo program the difference, Ap, between the estimated and

the true vaiue of the momentum was caicuiated. Figs. 8a and b show distributions

of the relative errors Ap/p and Ap /p respectively. The non-shaded histograms

represent the UWF method and the shaded histograms the WVF method described in

subsection 4.2 above. One observes a slight asymmetry towards negative errors. This

is partly due to small ionization Losses (of the order of a few MeV) of the charged

kaons when passing the beam pipe. As can be seen from the histograms the WVF

method improves the result for the Ap/p histogram from a value of FWHM of about

8% for the UWF method to about 6%. The corresponding numbers for the A p / p

histograms are 9% and 7%, respectively.

Also for the K --decays we used the method of randomizing the track parameters

from a multinomial distribution with parameters given by the nominal values and the

covariance matrix of the track parameters. The momentum distributions obtained in

this way vary very much between the events. Figs. 9 and 10 show examples of

distributions of Ap for two K -decays. Ap is the difference between the
TTo

"randonized" and the nominal vaiue of the momentum. Figs. 9a and 10a correspond to

the UWF method and figs. 9b and JOb to the WVF method. For these events as well

as in general the distributions get more narrow and more symmetric with the WVF

method. For the event in fig. 9 one obtains a nominal value of the momentum of 0.56

GeV/c using the UWF method and 0.54 GeV/c using the WVF method. The standard

deviations of the distributions are 0.04 GeV/c and 0.03 GeV/c using the two methods

respectively. Applying the UWF method to the event in fig. 10 one gets a nominal

vaiue of 1.40 GeV/c and the WVF method gives a vaiue of 1.33 GeV/c. The standard

deviations of the distributions are 1.62 GeV/c and 0.09 GeV/c for the two methods

respectively. It should be noted that the K 's observed to decay in the chambers,

due to their longer lifetime (CT=370.9 cm f7J), in general have lower momenta

(< 2.5 GeV/c) than the observed K % .

Fig. 11 shows the distribution of <3 /p for the data sample of K_,o-decays. <r is
P Ho p

the standard deviation of the kind of distribution shown in figs. 9 and 10 and p is
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the nominal vaiue of the momentum. This distribution is made using the WVF method.

It is seen that HWHM is about 4*. About 20* of the events have <T /p > 0.20.

For the K -decays the conclusion is that the weighted constrained fit method
Jto

improves the precision with about 20% compared to the unweighted fit method.

0 ±

Oupared to K the relative errors of the K momenta are twice to three times

as large. In the case of K the coplanarity constraint makes the momentum

determination more precise.
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5. TREATMENT OF CASCADE DECAYS

It is well known from experiments at lower energies that in the central region the

production of baryons in general and strange baryons in particular is suppressed

as compared to the production of pions or kaons. Production of strange baryons with

two or three units of strangeness is even more suppressed.

In our experiment cascade particles would often escape detection due to their short

lifetimes (CT=4.92 cm for S~ and CT=2.46 cm for Q [7J). Nevertheless 17 candidates

for such decays were found in a sample of approximately 7000 events from the 1982

run [4J. The signature for those decays is a V pointing to a "kink" on a charged

primary track (see fig. lb and table 1). The most plausible interpretations are

S~ - ft" + A or Q~ - K~ + A .

U p + n~ k p + n~

All of our candidates could be interpreted as S decays. Investigations of possible

background from interactions in the streamer chamber gas, misinterpreted K~ or E~

decays and random associations showed that at most 1.5 events could be of such

origin. This did not take into account that these events might, very well fail the

kinematical fit to a 3 hypothesis and it is thus an upper limit [4]. In one case

the Q hypothesis could not be ruled out but the S hypothesis is always a priori

more likely (larger ex and presumably larger production cross section). In view of

this we do not always mention the & hypothesis in the following, although it was

always tested.

in the previous sections we described the analysis of V's and K .-decays. In both

these cases we showed that given a hypothesis for the masses involved we could

calculate the momentum of the incoming strange particle given the track angles.

For the cascade decay of a S~ or a QT (or their antiparticles) where we observe

the decay of the hyperon as well as the subsequent decay of the A we have ali

together 5 unknown momenta. Energy and momentum conservation in each vertex gives

8 constraint equations leaving 3 degrees of freedom. If, in selecting candidates,

coplanarity in each decay vertex already has been assured, two of these constraints

are lost and the final fit is one with one degree of freedom. This is »ore than in

the previous cases and allows us either to make a kinematical fit or to calculate
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also the mass of the parent strange particle, assigning masses to the outgoing

particles only. Below we distinguish between a "geometrical fit" by which we

understand a fit to the two vertex points including coplanarity constraints (which of

course are kinematical constraints imposed by momentum conservation) and a

"kinenaticai fit" where we have added energy conservation constraints as weJl.

5.1 Geometrical fit

We denote (as subscripts etc.) the particles in the hyperon decay (S -• A + n or

Q - A + K) with D •* Z +• K and the particles in the subsequent A decay (A - p +

n) with Z •* 1 + 2. For vertices we use the subscripts H, X and V for the main, kink

and V vertex, respectively. The 19 measured variables are collected in

Track parameters of S (or Q)

Track parameters of it (or K)

Track parameters of p

Track parameters of Jt

XM' yM' ̂ Main vertex coordinates

and the 6 parameters to be fitted in
XX' yX' ZX Kink, vertex coordinates
xv* v v ̂  V vertex coordinates.

In the geometrical fit we fit the coordinates of the two vertex points (6 parameters)

using the following 12 constraints

Track 1 passing through V vertex:

fl - (xv-xx

v
v
v
x2.

•r
+2'

xD,
xK,

x r

x2.

yD
yK
y l
y 2

[ (J^-Xj J

Track 2 passing through V vertex:

f3 " ' (XV'X2) 8ln<>2 + W COa+2 (5.2)
f 4 ^ 1 X

Coplanarity in A decay (i.e. Z -» 1 + 2):

f_ = det

cosX cos^.

cosX2cos^2

"v-xx

cosX.8in<f>1

cosX2sin4>2

y V y X

sinX.

8inX2

zv-zx

(5.3)
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Track D passing through kink vertex:

f7 - sinXjj [ (xx-xD) cos«f»D + (yx-yD) sin<»D

Track K passing through kink vertex:

+ (yx-yR)f8

Track D passing through main vertex:

f10

Coplanarity in S decay (i.e. D • K + Z):

(yX"yM) C O S *D
+ ( yx y

(5.4)

f12 = det

xv"xx

cos

cos\
(5.6)

(5.7)

In summary we have 12 constraint equations and 6 parameters to fit i.e. a fit with 6

degrees of freedom. Note that the specific mass hypothesis does not enter into this

problem, hence the name "geometrical fit" although the copianarity constraints are

of kinematical origin.

After the fit to the decay vertices, the momentum and the mass of the decaying D

particle can be computed assigning masses to the decay products (A, ft or A, K ).

First the A momentum, p is calculated, assigning proper masses to the tracks, as

described in subsection 3.3 (with the primary vertex replaced by the kink vertex).

Momentum balance in the 1) decay gives

Pz sin6z

P2 cose2

sin9K

coseK

where 8 and 6K are the angles between the D direction and the Z and K

directions, respectively. Eqs. 5.8 give

PD = (59)

The invariant mass M of the D particle can be computed as

(Ez EK) (5.10)

where and
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In fig. 12a we show the mass spectrum for mm of the T6 2 candidates passing

the geometrical and kineatatical cuts described in ref. [4j. As can be seen from the

figure there is a peak consistent with the standard value of the H mass, 1.321

GeV/c2 [7].

In fig. J2b we show the mass spectrum for the same events as in fig. 12a (there is

an overflow of one event) but K -mass is assigned to the K track instead of ft -mass,

thus corresponding to the Q -hypothesis. There is no signal at. the £2 -mass of 1.672
2 _

GeV/c [7J. The curve in the figure represents Monte Carlo generated £. -decays

with the rr changed to a K when calculating the invariant mass. The curve is

compatible with our data thus giving further evidence that our data sample consists

of S -particles.

The precision for individual events varies, of course, depending on the track

parameters. As an example we show in fig. 13 the mass spectrum for one of the events,

obtained by randomizing the track parameters in the way described in subsection
2

3.4.2. The nominal value for the mass of this particle is 1.336 GeV/c and the
o

standard deviation of the distribution is 0.009 GeV/c , corresponding to a relative

error of 0.7*.

5.2 Mnematicai_fJt

In the kinematical fit we assign masses to all particles involved in the decay. We

add two constraint equations expressing energy conservation in the two vertices:

f13 E l + E2 EZ (5.1
f14 '" EZ + F'K " ED

Where K. = ( p ^ ) 1 / 2 .

To express the constraint equations in the measured variables and the parameters

to be fitted we introduce angles in the plane of the two subsequent decays

(1) Oj and 92> the angles of p and jt~ with respect to the A direction

in the plane of the A decay and

(2) 0 and i)u, the angles of the A and the ft with respect to the S

direction in the plane of the S decay.

Momentum balance in these planes along and perpendicular to the direction of

the decaying particle gives
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PK "

PZ *
P l =

P 2 =

p.. sinG, ,
I) L

PZ sine2 ,
Pz sinOj /

i sin(9z+GK)

' sin(9z+GK) =

' sin(ei+02) -

' sin(e,+e2) =

i e. a l l momenta of the decay products can be expressed in te.-ms of the momentum

of the incoming S (or Q). This impiies that we only have to add one parameter, the

momentum of the incoming E or Q (Pn).

In this case we are thus l e f t with 14 constraint equations and 7 parameters, i.e. a

f i t with 7 degrees of freedom. Note, however, that this i s because we are f i t t ing

the vertex points at the same time as the momentum. As mentioned above the topology

under consider at io.i has one degree of freedom if we assume that coplanarity in the

two decays are tr iv ia l ly fulf i l led. This would also have been the case if we had

performed the f i t in two steps (I) the geometrical f i t with 6 degrees of freedom as

described in the previous subsection and (2) a kinematical f i t with one degree of

freedom.

In assigning masses to the tracks for e.g. a S hypothesis we get two poss ib i l i t i es

for the A decay products. However, as can be understood from kinematical

considerations due to i t s mass the proton tends to follow the A direction in the

laboratory frame of reference. Accordingly the track with the smallest angle with

respect to the A direction was chosen to be the proton. Indeed, trying the opposite

assignment for our candidates always gave much worse f i t s .

The error in the determination of the 2 momentum was estimated by randomizing the

track parameters in the way previously discussed (see subsection 3.4.2). An example

of a distribution of the "randomized" momentum i s shown in f ig. 14. The nominal

value of the momentum of this particle i s 3.668 GeV/c and the standard deviation

of the distribution i s 0.044 GeV/c corresponding to a re lat ive error of 1.2*.
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6. APPENDICES

6.1 Appendix 1: Genera]izeil least squares method

How to use a generalized least squares method can of course be found in text books

on statistics (see e.g. ref. [10]). Still we want to give a brief presentation of how

we use the method.

The problem is to fit n unmeasured variables (in column vector %(n )) having n

measured quantities (in column vector y(n ) with covariance matrix V(n ,n )) which

should satisfy n constraint equations (in column vector f(n )). The constraint
c* o

equations are written in a form where f.=o for each constraint i.

The quantity to be minimized is

x2 (y-n)T v""1 (y-n) + 2XTf

where n is a vector with "improved measurements" and X a vector with Lagrangian

multipliers.

Two matrices F (n ,n_) and F,,(n.,n,,) are introduced with derivatives of the constraintm c in u c u

equations in the measured and unmeasured variables, respectively.

The column vector r(n ) and the matrix S(n ,n ) are defined as

r = f + Fm (y-t») and
S P,n V C •

An iteration consists of the following steps:

1. Calculate f, F p r and S for the current values of % and

2. Calculate a new vector for the unknown parameters by

* T - 1 - 1 T - 1
- $ - ( P j S Fu ) 1 PU

T S r
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3. Calculate the vector with Lagrangian multipliers by

X* S ] ( r + Fu (J*-5) )

4. Calculate an updated vector for the improved measurements

* T *
-•= y - V Fm

I X

5. Check for convergence, e.g. on the quantity

2 *T * *T *
X = X L S X + 2 l ' f

where one should note that S is taken from the current iteration but X and f

are calculated using the new values % and ii . If the convergence test is not

satisfied we iterate.

When the fit has converged one may calculate the variance matrix of the measured

and unmeasured variables as

V(t») V [ I n - (G HUHT) V

V(5) - U

cov(n,5) •- - V H D

where I is the n by n unity matrix and the matrices G, U and H are defined as

T -1
G P S F_ ,

H F ' S F and
-1 m T - 1 U

U = F l S J F .
u u
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9. TABLES

Table 1

Topologies, as observed in the streamer chambers, that can be interpreted as

strange particle decays.

Topology in

streamer ch.

Decay B.R. (%) C T (cm)

A

Not observed

Observed and

analyzed [2, 3,

this paper]

Q - 2

Arr

k pft

K* -

8.01

100

64.2

5.6

2.46

M
Observed and

analyzed

[4, this

paper]

Q~

Q~

Q~

** prc"

- S°rt~

U Art0

*• pn"

'• Art"

t pn"

100 \
764.2

64.2 J

68.6 ̂
V44.O

64.2J

23.4'

100

64.2

8.01

100

64.2
A

15.0

'5.1

4.92

2.46

Q~

S°

Q~

E~

2.46

8.69

2.46

4.92

370.9
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Topology in

streamer ch.

\ /
\ /

Observed and

analyzed

[2, 3, this

paper]

Decay

" S -
A -

K0
KL -

«l~
E° ->

S° -

s ••

Q~ -

Q~ ~

Q" -

«v
pit"

± +
Tt e v

+ +
ft M v

+ - 0« n n

A7
*• pft"

Aft0

1» pn~

Aft"

*• pft

AK~

*• pft"

sV
t Aft0

'• pft"

E-ft0

*• Aft"

*• pft"

B.R. (%)

68.6

64.2

38.7

27.1

12.4

100 )
>64.2

64.2J

100 I
V64.2

64.2 J

100 I
V64.2

64.2J

68.61
V44.0

64.2J

23.4'

100

64.2

8.0'

100

64.2

15.0

5.1

CT (cm)

2.675

7.89

1554

1554

1554

1.7X10 9

8.69

4.92

2.46

Q" 2.46

S° 8.69

Ö" 2.46

S" 4.92
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Topology in

streamer ch.

Observed and

analyzed [2]

Decay

K~ *

K* -

K* -

K1 -
•4

K" -

ft" -

M* -

M~ -

E+ *

E+ ->

E" -

S '

Q~ -

Q- -

Q' *

4-

± 0
>x ft v

e" vv

e~vv7

Pft°

nft+

nrt"

ft'A

AK"

S°rt'
^ An0

'-nft0

Sft°

^ Aft"

B.R. (*)

63.5

21.2

4.8

3.2

1.7

100

98.6

1.4

51.6

48.4

100

100 >
>35.8

35.8J

68.61
^24.6

35.8 J

23.4\

100 V8.4

35.8J

8.01

100

35.8,

2.9

CT (cm)

370.9

370.9

370.9

370.9

370.9

780.4

65867

65867

2.40

2.40

4.44

4.92

2.46

flf 2.46

S° 8.69

Q~ 2.46

S" 4.92
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10. FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. I a) Event photographed in the streamer chamber. The arrows point to decay

vertices of a K^ and a K* (K^-decay).

b) Photograph of an event containing a S -decay.

Fig. 2 Geometrical picture of the track angles. The x-axis is parallel to the

beam axis. The xy plane is parallel to the chamber basis.

Fig. 3 The difference between the fitted and the true value of the z-coordinate

of K (a) and A (b) decay vertices in Monte Carlo generated events. The

shaded histograms correspond to the WCF method and the non-shaded to the

UWF method.

Fig. 4 The difference between the fitted and the true value of the momentum of

K (a) and A (c) and the transverse momentum of K«. (b) and A (d) in

Monte Carlo generated events. The shaded lustograms correspond to the

WCF method and the non-shaded to the UWF method.

Fig. 5 The difference between the "randomized" (see subsect. 3.4.2) and the

nominal value of the momentum of a K in the data sample using the UWF

method, giving a nominal value of 6.26 GeV/c and a standard deviation of

0.06 GeV/c (a) and the WCF method giving a nominal value of 6.35 GeV/c

and a standard deviation of 0.02 GeV/c (b).

Fig. 6 or /p for the data sample of K°. cr is the standard deviation of the kind

of distribution shown in fig. 5 and p is the nominal value of the momentum.

The WCF method is used.

Fig. 7 <*„/? (computed in the same way as for fig. 6) for the data sample of K c

divided into three momentum ranges, p < 2 GeV/c (a), 2 i p < 4 GeV/c (b),

p J 4 GeV/c (c).

Fig. 8 The difference between the fitted and the true value of the momentum

(a) and the transverse momentum (b) of Monte Carlo generated K -decays.

The shaded histograms correspond to the WVF method and the non-shaded
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to the UWF aethod.

Fig. 9 The difference between the "randomized" (see subsect. 3.4.2) and the

nominal value of the momentum of a K in the K data sample using the

UWF method giving a nominal value of 0.56 GeV/c and a standard deviation

of 0.04 GeV/c (a) and the WVF aethod giving a nominal value of 0.54

GeV/c and a standard deviation of 0.03 GeV/c (b).

Fig. 10 The sa»e kind of distributions as in fig. 9 for another event. The

noninal value of the momentum with the UWF method (a) is 1.40 GeV/c and

the standard deviation is 1.62 GeV/c. The corresponding values obtained

with the WVF method (b) are 1.33 GeV/c and 0.09 GeV/c respectively.

Fig. Jl <T /p for the data sample of K_o-decays. <T is the standard deviation of
P flo p

the kind of distributions shown in figs. 9 and 10. The WVF aethod is used.

Fig. 12 The invariant mass for the 16 E ~ candidates in our data sample assuming

the decay products to be either A and ft (a) or A and K (b). Note that

there is an overflow of one event in fig. (b). The curve represents Monte

Car Jo generated 2 -decays with the ft exchanged to a K when

calculating the invariant aass.

Fig. 13 Example of a mass distribution of a S event in the data sample obtained

by randomizing the measured variables and using the geoaetrical fit (see

subsect. 5.1). The arrow indicates the standard value of the S ~ mass of

1.321 GeV/c.

Fig. 14 Example of a momentum distribution of a S~ event in the data sample

obtained by randomizing the measured variables and using the kineaatical

fit (see subsect. 5.2).
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